
YOU MUST BE CRAZY!!!!! 2013

Jamie Simpson (support for Peter de Krijger)

Team de Krijger

Runner - Peter de Krijger– 32
nd

– 22hrs 1 minute 48 seconds

Support team – Jamie (me on camera), Lee-Ann and Maya (hereafter to be referred to as Dog)

I’ve decided to split this into a two part type affair. Mainly to help any newbie support team members, or runners

in the future. I read a lot of reports last year in prep for this race and the support ones were of particular interest. I

know what I had hoped to read in them and hopefully by covering these things myself. I will in turn help someone

in the future.

Part 1 – The training

I volunteered to be support team and runner for my boss about 2 years ago when we first met. he told me of his

plans to run the WHW. First off I had never heard of anything so ridiculous as running the full WHW, nor did I

realise that people were crackers enough to run these funny things called “ultra marathons”…? Yes, you’re all

mad! Stark raving mad! However I digress. I offered to do it, and it is to date the only out of body experience I have

ever had. He was telling me about his running, and how he planned to do the HOKA Highland fling, that he would

dearly love to do the full race, but being that he was from the Netherlands that made it somewhat difficult to

organise such a race when a support crew and runner were required in order to compete… (queue Jamie’s out of

body experience), “I’ll do it”.. I watched myself from a height of about 6 feet above my own head, speechless to

protest.. volunteer to run what is in essence a cross country marathon over the WHW. When I had never

completed anything more exhausting that a run to the pub for last orders. The thing is, he wasn’t fishing for me to

offer, and I truly believe that. He was a bit taken aback when I offered, but for some bizarre reason I restated my



offer. “yeah man, I’ll do it, no problem at all”…. And so that was that. I was now starring down the barrel of more

training than I had ever done in my entire life….. SHIT!

I had 2 years to train for this. We both made it and in a decent time. So I’m guessing I did the right amount of

training. Simple logic every time. I decided to write a report for anybody out there considering being a support

team member or runner. I read many reports of past teams and they were a massive help to me Lee-Ann and Dog

to gain valuable insight into what still seemed to me to be one of the craziest things I had ever heard of. 95 miles

in 35 hours… aye.. ok then.

The 2 years rolled by and the training went better and better. I managed my first ever 10k not long after starting

my training. And I basically just built on that. Varying distance, speed and timed runs to keep me motivated and to

keep it fresh. I’ve always been reasonably fit, but never the level I would have to be for this event. Both my boss

and I work offshore in the merchant navy, so naturally we would spend some time talking about it when away at

sea. And for most of the 2 years leading up to the event he told me over and over.. “you know support runners

often go on to run it themselves”.. this was met by poo poo’ing, laughing and not to mention scoffing and other

snorts. Its one thing being crazy enough to support run, but the whole 95 miles.. you must be on glue mate! No

chance!

I had one small setback in January of 2013, a somewhat spectacular snowboard crash when attempting to land a

jump left me with what we suspected to be a fractured hip and damaged “something” in my foot. I say suspected

and “something” as I’m not big on hospitals and more of the “ah, it’ll be ok” school of thought. But whatever I did

was pretty serious and took some months to heal. I honestly believe I cracked something. I definitely did not crack

my landing skills on a snowboard. But this set me back a few months of hard training for the race. Back to square

one. Still plenty of time to go right..

“you know most support runners go on to run it themselves”.. Ha ha ha ha, scoff scoff… etc etc etc.

Next thing I know is I’m at sea and it’s the last trip to sea before the race… Eh… and how did that sneak up on me

so fast. Last thing I remember was volunteering to do this 2 years ago.. Right.. hello nerves. I knew I was fit enough

to run it, I just didn’t have proof. And neither did Peter. So I could tell he was a bit nervous too. I left to go home

from that trip to sea with one first goal in mind. Drive to Glen Coe and run to Fort William.

Training/reconnaissance/reassurance in one swoop. The day was stunning, if not a little too hot for my first ever

marathon (almost) distance. Set off from Glen Coe and felt great all the way to Kinlochleven. Even the Devils

Staircase was a little disappointing! I’m not sure what I was expecting. Perhaps fiery tombstones and a horned

beast with red hot poker. But it was a mere hill to climb, taken and enjoyed. Made it to Kinlochleven in 2hours,

way faster than I had expected to do it. Arrived before Lee-Ann and Dog managed to meet me there. So I had a

quick break and headed onwards to Fort William.. Now, I don’t know if it was the rest that did it, or if the hill is

worse than the Devils Staircase.. but I have grown to hate the hill out of Kinlochleven.. it was brutal and I think

almost broke my puny legs. But I scaled it and carried on. The worst part of this section to anybody reading this

who hasn’t done it.. it’s the terrain underfoot. Large rocks which make it hard to run properly. Its hard to get any

kind of momentum going. Stop start stop start. Not to mention that deceiving your brain into thinking you’ve gone

further than you actually have.. I stopped at way turned out to be halfway to check the map.. convinced I had to be

almost ¾ of the way by now.. a quite shrug of despair as a sheep watched me, clearly mirroring my thoughts.. he

must be mad. I carried on and after sometime mad it to fort William, I was tired and a bit unsure of where I was

supposed to go. I knew it wasn’t down the WHW path which forks off the fire road to the right. I had read reports

warning me of this, so I carried straight on following signs saying “town centre”, and when I got to the braveheart

carpark where I should have gone straight on.. I turned left up the mountain bike tracks.. which in theory still got

me to the leisure centre but down the scenic route. Note to all newbie’s! At the Braveheart carpark.. Run straight

on through it! A. because it is the way to go, and B. Because the mountain bike track will take you back uphill

which is crap!



Made it, Kinlochleven to Fort William in 3 hours and 10 minutes. Queue me being both pleased with myself and

grateful to have finished. Plus I can now email Peter and tell him I did it, in a decent time, I’m not dead, and he’s

now got an official support runner.

Drive home with Lee-Ann and Dog. Shower and bed!

Part 2 – The race

The only hiccup before the race was the fact I had to go to Download Festival (monsters of rock) at Donnington

park the weekend before hand. This consists of 5 days of music festival based drinking, dancing and not sleeping…

NOT ideal race prep. But these are the dates these things happen. Nowt I can do about it or change it. Got home

from Download on the Monday before the race. Tired.. VERY tired. Slept until Tuesday. Got up, and stuff gathering

began with fury.

I went to meet Peter on the motorbike on Wednesday as he had travelled across from The Netherlands on his own

bike. We met at the Green Welly and then headed up the rest and be thankful to Oban for lunch before going our

separate ways. He was staying in Fort William that week while preparing himself for the race. It was a great day

with some decent weather. A good unwind for both of us before the weekend.

Thursday and Peter came down to stay with me in Glasgow. We could finalise plans times and a shopping trip to

get the last of the stores in. I had made a big bowl of my Grannies lentil soup. (best in the world just so you know).

And Lee-Ann made Mac n Cheese to take with us (also, best in the world). We went out for a meal and then to bed

to get what would be the last good nights sleep until Saturday night.

FRIDAY – The big day! Lots to organise last minute no matter how organised you have been up to now. So we set

about what we had to do. I cooked us a mega breakfast to set the day up nicely. Peter went for a sleep in the

afternoon so Lee-Ann and I left him to sleep in peace. He has this ability to lie down close his eyes and conk out. I

cannot do this no matter what I try and Lee-Ann neither. So we bailed and went to busy ourselves making sure we

had everything we needed and readying the pickup for its race driving duties, fuel tank of diesel, skooshers filled to

the brim, various chargers onboard etc. Headed home and peter woke up after a few hours sleep. I made a nice

big Spag Bol for us to eat (again.. best in the world) as our last meal before it kicked off.

Off to Milngavie. Peter the runner, me, Lee-Ann and dog the mascot. (the enthusiastic fluffy white thing in a high

viz vest for those who might remember her). Registered and weighed. Parking permits gathered and we settled in

to wait.



Already we could tell that midgies would play a part in this day.. even now in the carpark they were pretty bad.

Break out the Avon Skin so soft. Pre race briefing which even for a first timer who didn’t know any names being

mentioned, found it to be a touching and inspirational speech.

I went to get a good spot for the start of the race and left Lee-Ann and Dog to look after our man. AND THEY’RE

OFF!!!!



Bustle and excitement from all those watching, with a noticeable hint of apprehension in the air. This was it……

shit just go real! He’s on his way to Fort William and depending on how he gets on I may or may not have to run..

Excited..? Nervous..? Still not sure, probably both.

All the support crews packed into their cars and headed off. We chose to drive into Glasgow city centre to my flat

to chill out for an hour. Gather out thoughts and grab a bite to eat. But soon we were on our way again, bound

for…

Balmaha, 19 miles – 2 hrs 18 minutes split, position 38.

Peter arrived and looked well, he was in high spirits and knew exactly what he wanted from us. We had done our

best to prepare for just about anything and I think we got most of it right. Quick drink and a nibble of food and he

was on his way to Rowerdennan. WE had elected to meet him there too instead of heading straight for Beinglas

Farm, this would turn out to be a mistake on our part because…

Rowerdennan, 26.5 miles – 1 hour 39 minutes split, position 32

MIDGIES!!!! AHHHH! I’ve never in all my days felt midgies like that. I’ve worked in the peat hills in Shetland on a

damp early summers day amongst the heather, and although it was a long time ago and I may only have been

about 5 at the time, I swear it wasn’t as bad as Rowerdennan that morning. I had on an all weather thick rainproof

suit and a midgie net, and they just went up the legs and down the sleeves. Relentless itching. The only relief was

to walk and create your own wind, but I had to stay near the checkpoint entry to see Peter arrive.. so if anybody

saw a man walking around in circles.. yeah that was me. They ate Lee-Ann alive and even Dog took a pasting too,

through her fur, poor thing…. Yeah.. Should have gone to Beinglas Farm!... Peter arrived after what seemed like

forever. And was making good time. A combination of midgies urging him to leave quickly and perhaps his support

team doing the same he was soon on his way to the next checkpoint. We wouldn’t see him now until Beinglas

Farm.

We left Rowerdennan like a big white rocket ship! Windows down and scratching for everything we were worth,

which didn’t really help but by god it felt good. Then we pretty much hit the wall as far as sleep was concerned,

Lee-Ann myself and Dog had been on the go for 24 hours without sleep and were exhausted, driving was becoming

dangerous, so we stopped at the co-op supermarket in Balloch. Lee-Ann went in to buy some anti itching pills and

we tried to catch some sleep. It was futile. I just can’t sleep in a sitting position, no matter how tired I am, I really

need to lie down to achieve sleep. And a car seat just wasn’t cutting it, so short of crawling into the back of the

pickup with Dog.. sleep wasn’t going to happen. But I think the rest did us both good. The rest of the day was going

to be fuelled with sugar and loud music… so if you saw a manic looking white pickup blaring anything from Slipknot

to Roxette while the driver grinned like a man possessed of sugar.. that was us. Dog was confused.

*Phone rings* (we’re only just past Tarbet)… Its peter. I couldn’t really hear what he was saying as I was on hands

free and he was cutting out slightly. But from what I gathered he wasn’t far from Beinglas Farm and he wanted

soup… SHITE!!!! How in the hell did he manage to make such good time? The foot went down and the big white

rocket ship became a big white Starship Enterprise. Even with traffic we made record time to Beinglas farm.

(obviously by sticking to the speed limit and driving carefully), 4 wheel drive turned out to be a godsend when we

arrived as it was a bit on the mushy side.

Beinglas Farm, 42 miles – 3 hours 21 minutes split – Position 37

I think perhaps I heard peter wrong over the phone as we waited at least half an hour for his arrival. But a

combination of efficiency brought on by not wanting to let him down and panic meant we had things ready within

minutes (Dog was now brown instead of white!). The midgies were here but not too bad. Peter arrived and was

still looking remarkably well in my eyes considering how far he had come. I was still convinced he was mental. But

the soup was had and some liquids and off he went again. Next stop Auchtertyre.



WE drove on to the Green Welly for our own breakfast as it was chucking it down and the prospect of standing

outside at this point was not cool! I also knew that it was looking more and more likely that I would have to run

with Peter from Glen Coe. So had to get some decent food onboard beforehand. I Got 2 doubler bacon rolls.. and

only just managed 1 and a half. Tiredness was getting the better of me I think. Normally I’d destroy a bacon roll.

WE fed ourselves and Dog got the scraps of my roll which she loved and we headed back to….

Auchtertyre – 2 hours 18 minutes split – Position 44

We waited quite some time there and had time to take in our surroundings for once. I noted a VW Camper van

with extendable awning parked next to us… to say I was jealous was an understatement and decided there and

then the pickup had to go. VW T5 here I come. I chatted to an older gentleman who was waiting for his son to

come in. He was still waiting when we left and I said my good lucks, but I hope everything went ok. Peter arrived

and I even managed to get a photo or 2 of his arrival.

Weighed in and everything seemed ok, still within limits. Another good pit stop and he was on his way. I walked

him to the exit of the checkpoint waved him off, took the obligatory photo and pegged it back to the pickup. Next

stop……

Bridge of Orchy – 2 hours 11 minutes split – Position 35

I was trying to keep an eye on the leaders time now as I wanted to be ready if I had to run or not run. The 4 hours

gap was narrowing but it would be tight. As it stood Peter was not allowed to have his support runner. But there

was still a lot of miles to go. Nerves! We set up camp in the car park and planned to grab Peter at the road and



take him straight to the pickup, he could have whatever he needed then go to the timing station, check in, check

out and be on his way. We were so tired by think point we might have got a bit narky with each other, I couldn’t

find the sugar for Peters tea and when it wasn’t exactly where Lee-Ann said it was I was pissed off.. probably more

so because I had fastidiously tidier the back of the pickup when we arrived and knew in my heart I had probably

moved it so this was my fault. Amazing how tiredness can affect you.

He arrived in great spirits as far as I could see. Showing no signs of a man who has just ran 65 miles. Waited at the

bottom of the hill from the stations and if I did this again I think I would do the same.

Our checkpoint in my eyes seemed to run quite well. Efficient enough for 2 complete amateurs anyway. And once

again Peter ran off and left us 3 to fend for ourselves. Only one thing for it, drive to Glen Coe.. gulp!

Glen Coe Ski Centre, 71 miles – 2 hours 31 minutes Split – Position 33

We arrived and set up camp. I quite literally (because that was going to help) ran across to ask the timing station

where the leader was at this point. I can’t remember for sure but he was about 3 hours and 50 minutes further up

the road, and STILL going like a steam train… Oook then.. so unless Peter gets here NOW…damn.. Ok unless he gets

here NOW!!!! … damnit!!! Ok this could go on for some time I thought… he’s not going to arrive NOW… shit! I went

back to the pickup and started digging out my running gear. Looks like I’m in for a run. I asked Lee-Ann to take care

of the relevant food stuffs for me, soup and a bit of bread. I actually felt pretty good, much less tired than hours

earlier. Must be all the sugar.



I was beginning to worry for the first time of the whole race, as the time for Peter to arrive came and went. And a

couple of runners who I was sure was behind him came in to the checkpoint first. But sure enough along he came,

but also for the first time of the day didn’t look to be in great shape. Instant efficiency mode, runner comes first,

what he needs he gets. Peter occasionally has a stomach issue on long runs and it seemed as if this was the

emergence of said problem. He said he hadn’t liked that section at all. And then he looked at me and said “I have a

bit of a strange request”.. My brain did a million miles in one second and I replied “anything” (slightly worried that

he was about to ask for a foot rub). He wanted some black coffee.. Now to anybody but those who really know

Peter or The tea Monster as we call him at work. This WAS strange. Until this moment I had never seen him drink

or even consider drinking tea. He hates the stuff. But black sugary tea he wanted and black sugary tea he would

have. He was to go to the toilet for a.. erm… private matter and I left him too it. Ran down to the pickup and

started it up so it was nice and warm in the front, briefed Lee-Ann on the food he required and the condition he

was in then legged it to the café for a coffee. Once back at the pickup.. no sign of Peter.. I waited, then began to

worry a bit more. So I headed up to the toilets to see what I could do (I dearly hoped, nothing). But he was just

emerging and heading our way. So down we went and got him into the passenger side of the pickup. I think slowly

the nourishment brought him round and we were ready to go. But he lost a lot of time, we think about 45 minutes

was spent here which all but ended his push for a 21 hour or perhaps sub 21 hour time. We set off and it was

already clear to see Peter was looking a lot healthier than when he arrived in Glen Coe.

We set ourselves targets of those in front of us, and one by one we passed them up until we reached the uphill

sections where we climbed slightly slower than others. Fortunately for Peter and unfortunately for me, His

strength lies in descending hills.. we came down every hill like a rocket and easily caught those in front again. Soon

the familiar sight of Kinlochleven was in front of us. We were flying. I felt strong and Peter was moving like a man

on a mission. It was on this section that I was paid what was possibly the nicest compliment of my life. Peter asked

if he could tell me a secret… “panic”.. eh, “yeah course you can Peter, anything”. He told me that in the beginning

and even up until recently he was very sceptical about whether I was up to this challenge. He honestly wasn’t sure



that I would make it. But that he was really impressed with my condition and that he could now see that I was

more than up to the challenge. This tickled me pink. I was made up with a compliment from a man I consider to be

a robot so far as running is concerned. At the end of the world, all that will be left are the cockroaches and Peter

running round and round the world. But I kind of knew that’s how he felt before the big day, and partly why I did

my training run from Glen Coe to Fort William, hopefully to ease his mind a little. But anyway… it was still a

fantastic compliment. Thank you Peter. Glad I didn’t let you down.

Kinlochleven, 81 miles – 3 hours 7 minutes – Position 39

We arrived into another cloud of welcoming midgies and the happy sight of Lee-Ann and Dog. Peter headed for the

weigh in and I ran to get his card from the pickup. Our split wasn’t the best for this section, but Peter had his

monster break in Glen Coe. So we could subtract at least 45 minutes from our split. This gave us a lot of heart, we

wolfed down a cup of tea and I demolished a banana or 3. Had to be less than 10 minutes here over all and we

were off…

The next stage I wasn’t looking forward to. Even in my practise run.. I hated this next hill. It just seems to go on

forever. Cutting back on itself and climbing steeply. Not cool! However we scaled the mighty summit and ploughed

on regardless… it was around now I started to experience some discomfort in my left knee… I didn’t want to alarm

Peter too early so I ran with it for a few miles. But something was most definitely wrong. So I gave him the heads

up that I thought I had maybe twisted it. We ran on, as it wasn’t bad enough to warrant stopping. Not by a long

shot. There was no way I was going to let him down. On we ran, passing people as we went. Peter informs me that

all in all this last stage was his fastest of the whole race.. Although looking back it didn’t feel like it. All I could think

about was the pain in my knee. It worsened on downhill stretches which worried me for the finish as I knew fine

well it was ALL downhill. When we reached the final downhill push I told peter that if I couldn’t keep up just to

leave me and go, as I knew he was a demon downhill. But I pushed on and tied my best to keep up, but by god it

was sore. We tanked it.. still overtaking people. The braveheart carpark almost never seemed to arrive. I

remember asking a fellow runner for a spare knee at one point. But our per prepared WHW mantra of “No

sleeping and no quitting” was chanted (mainly by me) over and over. We pounded through the carpark and on to

the road. Refusing to admit it was dark. Determined to finish without head torches. I saw the 400m to sign and we

ran what was possible the longest 400m of my life… into the leisure centre car park and we were flying. I stopped

to allow Peter to run into his final timing station on his own. And the minute I stopped my knee collapsed like a

flan in a cupboard. But we had made it. Lee-Ann was there and said we were going so fast she couldn’t get a photo

of us.

FORT WILLIAM, 95 MILES – 3 hours 34 minutes split – 22

hours 1 minute and 48 seconds total time – Position 32

ONE HELL OF A RACE!

We didn’t make our sub 22 hour time.. but damnit we were close. I’m so proud of Peters achievements for many

different reasons. But mainly because of his training. Most people can train in a real outdoors environment. Well

being as we both work offshore for 6 months of the year, half of our training is done in a gym on a pretty poor

treadmill. I can’t help but think there are better ways to train for a 95 mile run. But he did it and did it well.

For all newbies crewing and running – RUN! Get as many hours on your legs as you can. That really is the best

advice I can give. The more hours you have the stronger your joints and tendons will be. At the race finish I was



physically still strong but my knee was gubbed. And also, get ready for an emotional rollercoaster. It’s a long ass

tiring day. But worth every second and I’m proud to have been part of it.

As for me.. well I loved my day on the WHW. The atmosphere was addictive. The people friendly and the race was

awe inspiring. So many maniacs all working towards this seemingly impossible goal… A combination of all these

factors has set me thinking.. I wonder…??

SHIT… the old man was right. Most support crew members DO go on to run it themselves. I’m currently

rehabilitating my knee, but in training for the Devil O’ the Highlands next year.. and the Fling the year after, and

then the Full WHW…

I must be mental!

Thanks go to Peter for allowing me to be his runner. And to Lee-Ann and Dog to be his driver and mascot. And for

us to share this day.

Thank you to my fiancé Lee-Ann for being so understanding about such a crazy undertaking. And standing by me

during my obsessive training before and in the future.

To Dog for having the ability to look so unintelligent and funny that she could raise a smile even when at my most

tired.

And to all other runners, support crew and organisers.. I’m truly smitten by this event.

See you soon! ;)


